
Q1 Please select your organisation Human Appeal

Q2 Please provide your email address

jamal.belke@humanappeal.org.uk

Q3 Has there been a change in the profile and prevalence of C4C in your organization since reporting in
March/April last year? What has changed? What role is C4C playing now?

C4C has played a growing role within the Programmes Department and referred to in strategy and policy documents, planning, etc. 
When working as part of the UK-registered Muslim Charities Forum, Human Appeal has referred specifically to the C4C, and 
emphasized the need to empower and finance southern-based NGOs when meeting with relevant stakeholders (UN, government, 
INGOs, private sector, L/NNGOs, etc.) in the Horn of Africa and at Parliamentary briefings in Westminster.

Q4 Optional: Please comment on how localisation and
other related WHS initiatives such as the Grand
Bargain are perceived in your organisation.

Respondent skipped this question

Q5 Select currency in which funding data will be
provided

GBP

Q6 Start of reporting period for financial data Enter the
begin of the calender/financial year, provide data for an
entire year

Date / Time 01/01/2017

Q7 Do you separate development from humanitarian
funding?

No (skip to question
9)

Q8 Specify the total humanitarian expenditure: amount
for specified reporting period

Respondent skipped this question
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Q9 Specify the total expenditure: amount for specified reporting period

8,311,976

Q10 How do you currently track funding flows to local
and national partners?please choose from the options
below

Data distinguishes between national and local NGOs
(skip to question 11)

Q11 Specify funding flows to ...amounts for specified reporting period

... local NGOs 1,676,827

... national NGOs/CSOs 3,088,594

.... affiliated NGOs 64,273

... southern International NGOs 43,152

... international NGOs 60,816

... unclassified (in case not all your partners are classified yet) 0

Q12 Specify funding flows to ...amounts for specified reporting period

... local NGOs and national NGOs/CSOs 5,999,622

Q13 Specify funding flows to ...amounts for specified reporting period

... national NGOs 1

... regional NGOs 1

Q14 [optional] Specify funding flows to ...these will not count towards the 20%, but will be included in the
progress report, amounts for specified reporting period

... national Red Cross/ Crescent Societies 0

... local/regional/national government 0

... indirect funding flows to local and national
NGOs/CSOsfunding that is channelled through another
international aid organisation

0
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Q15 [optional]: Specify in-kind transfers to ...these will not count towards the 20%, but will be included in the
progress report, amounts for specified reporting period

... local and national NGOs 0

Q16 Do you track how much funding you spent on
capacity strengthening for local and national partners?

No (skip to question
21)

Q17 Does your tracking separate between money
transfers for capacity strengthening to partners and
capacity strengthening activities like workshops that
are provided without money transfer (in-kind)?

Respondent skipped this question

Q18 How much funding did you transfer to local and
national partners for capacity strengthening?

Respondent skipped this question

Q19 How much did you spend on capacity
strengthening for local and national partners that was
provided in-kind (for example through workshops)?

Respondent skipped this question

Q20 How much did you spend on capacity
strengthening for local and national partners both in
direct funding and in-kind ?

Respondent skipped this question

Q21 On a scale from 0 to 5, to what extent has your
organization been compliant with commitment 2 - A
year ago(if your response is '0', please make sure you
click on 0 to allow you to move forward)

1

Q22 On a scale from 0 to 5, to what extent has your
organization been compliant with commitment 2 - Now

2
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Q23 Which achievements related to embedding the Humanitarian Principles of Partnership (2007) in your
organisation’s work do you value most or find most significant (organisational policy and/or practice change)?
Why? Please provide examples of these achievements.

Wider referencing to humanitarian principles of partnership across the organisation so that even fundraising can better understand 
the use of partners in the field and the importance of strengthening them.

Q24 Which key challenges have you encountered and how do you plan to address those challenges in the
coming year?

Risk appetite varies greatly between countries and its increasingly harder to work with partners in many of the countries we work.  
Therefore we are being forced to open our own offices in areas where we previously worked with partners.

Q25 On a scale from 0 to 5, to what extent has your
organization been compliant with commitment 3 - A
year ago

3

Q26 On a scale from 0 to 5, to what extent has your
organization been compliant with commitment 3 - Now

3

Q27 Please provide operational examples of change in practice (systems/operations/other)

We publicize our expenditure in-line with standard UK charities accounting practices.

Q28 Which key challenges have you encountered and how do you plan to address those challenges in the
coming year?

We haven't encountered any key challenges.

Q29 On a scale from 0 to 5, to what extent has your
organization been compliant with commitment 4 - A
year ago

0

Q30 On a scale from 0 to 5, to what extent has your
organization been compliant with commitment 4 - Now

0

Q31 Please provide examples of policy change and/or demonstration of change in practice at the
programme/operational level

We don't have any cases of this.

Page 15: Commitment 3: Increase transparency around resource transfers to southern-based n/l NGOs
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Q32 Which key challenges have you encountered and how do you plan to address those challenges in the
coming year?

We don't have any cases of this or plans to do so.

Q33 On a scale from 0 to 5, to what extent has your
organization been compliant with commitment 5 - A
year ago

1

Q34 On a scale from 0 to 5, to what extent has your
organization been compliant with commitment 5 - Now

3

Q35 Please provide examples of policy change and/or change in practice at the programme/operational level

We've been more vocal about such a need at the Humanitarian working group meetings around the world.

Q36 What new insights (enablers & barriers) are emerging for you or your organisation vis-a-vis (your) donors
and their willingness to support local and national actors?

There is better understanding among our local donors as to the need for us to build our relations with and to work through local 
actors.

Q37 What actions (as an individual organisation, as the C4C collective, or with other initiatives, e.g. Grand
Bargain workstream #2) do you feel would enable further progress in the coming year?

Its hard to say given the internal organizational priorities and new strategies being implemented.

Q38 On a scale from 0 to 5, to what extent has your
organization been compliant with commitment 6 - A
year ago

1

Q39 On a scale from 0 to 5, to what extent has your
organization been compliant with commitment 6 - Now

2

Q40 Please provide examples of policy change and/or change in practice at the programme/operational level

We are more actively involving others in our programme design.

Q41 Which key challenges have you encountered and how do you plan to address those challenges in the
coming year?

It can be hard to get the balance right with participation and transparency and too much participation that can lead to significant time 
delays, lots of compromises, etc.

Page 17: Commitment 5: Emphasize the importance of national actors
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Q42 On a scale from 0 to 5, to what extent has your
organization been compliant with commitment 7 - A
year ago

1

Q43 On a scale from 0 to 5, to what extent has your
organization been compliant with commitment 7 - Now

2

Q44 Has your organisation been able to institutionalize
availing adequate resources for administrative support
to local/national NGO partners ?

Most of
them

Q45 Has your organisation been able to institutionalize
provision of resources for partners' humanitarian
capacity building as part of project/program budgets
going to partners?

Some of
them

Q46 Which key challenges have you encountered and how do you plan to address those challenges in the
coming year?

Budgets are tight as are funding restrictions..we live in a payment by results and value for money world that doesn't take such things
easily into account at all times.

Q47 On a scale from 0 to 5, to what extent has your
organization been compliant with commitment 8 - A
year ago

1

Q48 On a scale from 0 to 5, to what extent has your
organization been compliant with commitment 8 - Now

1

Q49 Please provide examples of policy change and/or change in practice at the programme/operational level

As information flows allow, this is done to the extent possible.

Q50 Have your actions resulted in more visibility for your partners, and/or increased interest in the role of local
actors among your media/comms audiences? Please explain.

At times this has happens.

Q51 Which key challenges have you encountered and how do you plan to address those challenges in the
coming year?

For many of our partners this isn't possible owing to security risks.

Page 19: Commitment 7: Robust organisational support and capacity strengthening
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Q52 Please provide links to your organisation’s
communications products that you feel
constructively promote the role and work of local
actors.

Respondent skipped this question

Q53 Please rate the level to which your organisation was able to comply on a 0-5 scale (0 non complaint, 5
completely compliant).

Please specify the name of the humanitarian response:

Select 0 -5

1) Increase direct funding to southern-based NGOs for humanitarian action 4

2) Reaffirm the Principles of Partnership 3

3) Increase transparency around resource transfers to southern-based national  and local NGOs 3

4) Stop undermining local capacity 5

5) Emphasise the importance of national actors 4

6) Address subcontracting 5

7) Robust organisational support and capacity strengthening 2

8) Communication to the media and the public about partners 3

Rohingya Response

Q54 What would have helped your organisation to better support and empower local actors during this crisis
response, in line with the 8 commitments of the Charter?

Unrestricted funding.

Q55 Is there any else you would like to share about progress towards meeting Charter for Change commitments
over the last year? Or related to the role of C4C post May 2018?  Your reflections and suggestions are highly
appreciated!

Its good to keep the C4C continuing beyond May 2018 so that this focus on truly developing local organizations, etc. isn't lost due to 
growing complexities, funding restrictions, etc.
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